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The claim is equal parts attack on McConnell and excuse for Obama, ... looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-
Trump Americans.. It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans.. ... says the organization's
Facebook department hired people with excellent English ... The sleek operation produced content that looked as if it were
written by native ... Donald Trump's candidacy and disparaging Clinton, the Internet ... from Americans and staged political
rallies while posing as American .... It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans by Natasha
Bertrand, Business Insider. How Russia Is Using LinkedIn as a Tool of War .... The Internet Research Agency also known as
Glavset and known in Russian Internet slang as the Trolls from Olgino, is a Russian company engaged in online .... Putin's chef,
a troll farm and Russia's plot to hijack US democracy ... and two Russians going undercover in a ruse reminiscent of The
Americans, a TV ... Donald Trump speaks during a campaign rally in South Carolina. ... acting more like a defendant than the
chief executive of a country that was attacked.. r/politics: /r/Politics is for news and discussion about U.S. politics. ... It looks
like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans.. As I swiped at my phone, a stream of pro-Trump propaganda
filled the ... Stories of Russian troll farms and Macedonian fake-news mills ... Over the next four years, he was hired to design
websites for a range of Trump ventures—a ... tens of millions into online advertising—amplifying themes such as Hillary .... It
looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans. Russia's troll factories were, at one point, likely being
paid by the Kremlin to spread .... It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans. Natasha Bertrand.
Jul 27, 2016, 12:23 PM. The letter F. An envelope. It indicates the .... For many Americans, the Trump-Russia story as it has
been ... pace, posing as Americans and following instructions to attack Mrs. Clinton. ... The Russian intervention was essentially
a hijacking — of American companies like Facebook ... journalists and WikiLeaks, the Russian online trolls understood that ....
Re: It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans. Quote Originally Posted by humbolt View Post. I
think we're talking about different .... Vladimir Putin is eager both to take the sheen off U.S. democracy and for a ... Russian
trolls, disinformation specialists and hackers for hire seeking to widen ... Rubio and to support Bernie Sanders and then-
candidate Donald Trump.” ... when it flags “inauthentic activity,” like Russians posing as Americans.

Russian Internet trolls persuaded gullible Americans to do things like walk ... Internet trolls hired by the Russian government
used social media to persuade ... whether Russia's “Internet Research Agency” (or IRA) was exploiting ... The IRA also
convinced Americans to perform pro-Trump political acts.. It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump
Americans. It's a brand of information warfare, known as "dezinformatsiya," that has been used by .... Like I said, yesterday you
claimed that Russia and trump are working together, today you claim that Russia is trolling trump. Which is it dumbass? Did
you read .... The Mueller report clearly describes how Russian trolls reached millions of ... quoted in major newspapers as real
Americans, and even organized rallies. ... of the most detailed looks at how Russia's Internet Research Agency — the ... to
hijack the 2016 election and swing the vote in favor of Donald Trump.. It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-
Trump Americans ... That is what freelance journalist Adrian Chen, now a staff writer at The New Yorker, .... People linked to
the Internet Research Agency, the Kremlin-backed troll ... of accounts on Instagram designed to look like groups in swing states,
the company said. ... Although the accounts posed as Americans from all sides of the ... There were also pro and anti-Trump
accounts, and accounts posing as ...

Business Insider: It looks like Russia hired internet trolls to pose as pro-Trump Americans. By Business Insider. Published Feb.
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